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ABSTRACT. In this article we present a new model for the scheduling of forest harvesting with spatial
and temporal constraints. Our approach is unique in that we incorporate access road network
development into the harvest scheduling selection process. Due to the difficulty of solving the problem
optimally, we develop a heuristic that consists of a solution construction stage and two solution
improvement stages. We call our approach INROADS and compare it to three other approaches by
employing hypothetical example problems with 225 stands (or cut blocks) over a three-period planning
horizon. Thirteen example forests that vary in terms of stand value and spatial dispersion are used to
evaluate our heuristic, which outperforms the other approaches tested. For. Sci: 46(2):204-218.
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spanning trees.

T he harvest scheduling problem is a difficult combi-
natorial optimization problem. The forest is typically
divided into stands and the main question is to

determine which stands to harvest during which period with
which road network.  Spatial  and temporal  constraints further
increase the difficulty of the problem.

Access roading has been a very critical component in
solving the harvest scheduling problem. Obviously, the lack
of access to a stand can prohibit harvesting, but excessive
road costs can be prohibitive as well. The most common
means for modeling access roading has been with a fixed or
prepositioned road network. Generally, the network is mod-
eled such that  each stand in the forest  has l imited access.  As
we illustrate later, this potentially restrictive method of
accessing stands could be cost-prohibitive for harvesting
some stands.  With the increased pressures to reduce roading
and roading costs, road networks should be flexible by
providing multiple roading alternatives that may offer a less
expensive route.

The forest  harvesting problem has tradit ionally been hier-
archical with two main levels. The higher level is longterm
and tends to consider what volumes should be cut during

which period. The lower level is the shorter in length and
seeks to determine which stands to harvest during which
period that  wil l  sat isfy the long-term plan.  In  addi t ion to  these
two main levels ,  there is  planning that  takes place at  the stand
level. For example, questions concerning the number and
placement of landings are answered so that the costs of
roading and skidding within the stand is minimized. In
practice, hauling roads that are built at the stand level are
often reused for access to another stand. We develop a model
that  integrates the access roads and the roads within the stand
in the event  that  doing so could potent ial ly reduce road costs .

The most commonly used methodology to solve the har-
vest  scheduling problem is  mixed-integer programming (MIP).
However, for large problems, even if  roads are not integrated,
MIP cannot be used due to runtime  considerat ions.  Since the
main goal  of  a  modeling approach is  to be able to incorporate
all  of the necessary aspects of the planning problem (Murray
and Church 1995)-and  we believe roading decisions are
necessary aspects of the harvest scheduling problem-we
develop an integrated road approach. Since MIP cannot be
used effectively on our problem, even for small  instances,  we
develop a heuristic for it.
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In this article, we present a new model for the harvest
scheduling problem. To illustrate the application of the
model, we develop a heuristic to solve it. Our approach is
unique in two respects. First, we integrate roading and stand
selection by employing a node-based approach, rather than
prepositioned roads, which is commonly used in other ap-
proaches. The node-based approach allows flexibility in
roading, which in turn, reduces road costs. Our roading
approach also integrates the access roading between stands
with the roading within stands. Secondly, we employ a three-
stage heuristic for solving the harvest scheduling problem.
Our three-stage heuristic uses a greedy approach in the
construction stage and pairwise  interchange in the second
two stages.

After presenting our literature review, we describe the
problem in detail, and then we present comparison ap-
proaches. We evaluate the approaches next, and then offer
our conclusion.

Literature Review
The harvest scheduling problem can be broken into two

broad categories (Nelson et al. 1991). The first category is the
long-range, strategic plan that considers several rotations,
and the second deals with finding a spatially feasible solution
for a shorter planning horizon. The strategic plan has histori-
cally been modeled as a linear programming problem (Iverson
and Alston 1986). The strategic models lack the spatial
resolution needed to determine the development schedules of
stands and roads (Nelson and Finn 1991). Thus, mixed-
integer programs that address both stands and road networks
can be formulated. However, only small problems can be
solved within a reasonable amount of time because of the
integer restrictions (Kirby et al. 1980, Nelson and Brodie
1990, Jones et al. 1991). Therefore, heuristic-based ap-
proaches have been employed.

The initial heuristic-based approach for the harvest sched-
uling problem employed random search algorithms. Bullard
(1985) was one of the first to use random search and showed
that the results produced by Monte Carlo Integer Program-
ming (MCIP) were within 1% of the optimal nonlinear
programming results. They used a randomized search to
solve the single-stand, thinning and final-harvest-timing prob-
lem, where multiple stands are selected for harvesting.

O’Hara  et al. (1989) developed a randomized search
heuristic to maximize volume harvested. The heuristic had
the capability to pre-bias stands for selection based on vol-
ume and adjacency. Due to its volume-maximizing objective
function, harvesting costs and road costs were not consid-
ered. However, they did employ even-flow volume con-
straints and spatial constraints. O’Hara  applied the algorithm
to a forest with 242 units, and the results indicated that the
heuristic approach ranged from 6% to 7% of the optimal LP
solution.

Nelson and Brodie (1990) developed a randomized search
heuristic that sought to maximize net present value minus the
road construction costs in the objective function. The algo-
rithm resembles a pyramid approach by generating a large
number of solutions initially, and keeping only the good

solutions to expand and build on for subsequent periods.
Nelson and Brodie considered an area with 45 harvest units
and 52 prespecified road links. After finding the optimal
solution using an MIP approach, they found that their heuris-
tic approach found a solution with an objective function
within 3% of the optimal MIP solution and several other
solutions within 10% of the optimal. Although their heuristic
specifies the cost of building roads in the objective function,
the road network is fixed or prepositioned such that most of
the stands, especially those furthest from the main road, are
accessed by only one road.

Clements et al. (1990) modified Nelson and Brodie’s
(1990) heuristic by extending the planning horizon and
changing the objective function to a volume-maximizing
function to observe the effects of different block sizes and
levels of adjacency constraints on harvestable volume.
Although their results indicate a reduction in harvestable
volume when the exclusionary periods increase, it is un-
clear the effect maximum opening sizes have on the
harvestable volume.

Another search algorithm is CRYSTAL, which was de-
veloped by Walters (1991). Stands are pre-biased for selec-
tion based on seven different criteria, such as area, perimeter,
and stand type. Once an initial stand is chosen, it is referred
to as a seed stand. Adjacent neighbors to the seed stand are
then examined to determine if any of them are eligible to be
harvested in that period. If so, the seed and the neighboring
stand are aggregated into a potential harvest block (Jamnick
and Walters 1993). As each neighbor is added to the harvest
block, other stands that become neighbors are also consid-
ered for selection. This process continues until the annual
allowable cut (AAC) is met or the maximum clearcut  size is
exceeded. If the clearcut  size is reached first, a new seed stand
is selected.

CRYSTAL’s performance was compared to that of
Clements et al. (1990) on the basis of volume harvested. The
test forest had 277 harvest units that averaged 45 ha. The
heuristic developed by Clements et al. yielded an average of
3.7% higher harvest volume than CRYSTAL.

Nelson and Finn (1991) adopted a volume-maximizing
model and added a road network to observe the effects of
reduced cut-block size and increased exclusion period on
volume harvested and road networks. Their results indicated
that as cut-block size decreases and exclusionary periods
increase, volume harvested decreases. Also, their results
show that with smaller blocks, the road construction costs
increased due to the additional roads required to access
eligible blocks in the early periods in order to meet the
volume requirements.

Another heuristic approach to the harvest scheduling
problem employs the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm
that was presented by Kirkpatrick (1983). Lockwood and
Moore (1993) also applied SA by using a series of penalty
costs to reflect low volume, violations of the adjacency
constraint, and the maximum opening constraint. Although
Lockwood and Moore do not consider an access road net-
work, they do solve the much more difficult area-restricted
problem, which we will discuss in more detail later. Dahlin
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and Sallnas (1993) use SA for a problem where an access road
network is considered. Both Lockwood and Moore (1993)
and Dahlin and Sallnas (1993) show that SA is a viable
approach to large problems.

Murray and Church (1995) compare SA to two other
heurist ic  solut ion approaches to the harvest  scheduling prob-
lem. Pairwise interchange, SA, and Tabu search are applied
to two actual problems. The results indicate that all three
methods are viable solution techniques,  but  the Tabu search
performed better than the other two approaches.

Most of the heurist ics that  have been developed have not
considered roads. However, the design and implementation
of forest road networks have been the focus of some research-
ers for decades. Most of the early work was accomplished by
employing a manual search for roading alternatives. Since
then the use of  digital  terrain models have been employed to
help the planner find good roading alternatives considering
the topography of the forest (Liu and Sessions 1993). More
recently, Dean (1997) called this difficult problem the Mul-
tiple Target Access Problem (MTAP) and developed a heu-
ristic called Branch Evaluation to solve it. The Branch
Evaluation heuristic was compared to optimal solutions of
small problems and proved to be effective. Later, Murray
(1998) developed a mathematical  model of the MTAP so that
the roading problem for a stand can be generalized and solved
optimally.

In summary, it has been shown that MIP can be used for
solving the harvest scheduling problem; however, it is limited to
only smaller  problems due to the excessive number of  decision
variables.  Thus, several heuristic approaches have been devel-
oped for larger problems and have generated near-optimal
solutions. The heuristics have been developed for problems with
and without road networks.  Hopefully those that  consider road
networks in the solution methodology will lead to more accurate
results. The models that have included road networks have
considered prepositioned road-networks, which has advantages
and disadvantages. The advantage to having prepositioned
access roads is that the roads in the final network are likely to be
in locations that are feasible. The disadvantage is that the
flexibility in accessing stands is limited. On the other hand, the
benefi t  to  not  having preposi t ioned roads is  that  there is  inher-
ent ly more f lexibi l i ty;  however,  some road locat ions might  not
be feasible with a general road network approach. The recent
work in the automation of road networks by Dean (1997) and
Murray (1998) should help in finding solutions that are both
flexible and feasible.

In this article we develop a model that integrates access
road development with stand selection for the harvest  sched-
uling problem. To solve the model,  we develop a heurist ic for
i t .  In our heurist ic we do not use a preposit ioned road network
and hope to capital ize on this  increased f lexibi l i ty in develop-
ing the access road network.

Problem Description
The harvest scheduling problem has two forms: the area-

restricted problem (ARP) and the unit-restricted problem
(URP) (Murray 1999). The difference in the two forms is in
the typical stand sizes and the size of the allowed maximum
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opening. Stands in the URP are typically large enough to
reach the maximum opening size individually. However, the
ARP is more difficult than the URP because multiple con-
tiguous stands (or  clusters  of  s tands) are usually required to
reach the maximum opening size. Our problem is similar to
that  of  Lockwood and Moore (1993) in that  we solve the ARP
version of the problem, but with an equal-area grid-based
representation of the forest .

Although the harvest  scheduling problem considers spa-
t ial  constraints ,  i t  general ly does not  address constructing an
access road network. However, the MIP formulation devel-
oped by Nelson and Brodie (1990),  and later enhanced by
Murray and Church (1995),  addresses roading decisions.  I t  is
this enhanced version of the harvest  scheduling problem that
we solve. However, we approach the problem of access roads
differently than the previous MIP, and consider an ARP, as
opposed to a URP.

Since roads play such an important role in the forest
harvesting problem, we decided to increase the options
available in constructing the road network in our problem.
Thus, we generalize the prepositioned road approach of
previous work and develop a road network based on a node-
based system as shown in Figure l(a).

In Figure l(a),  there is a node located at the center of each
stand and a node at each possible access point from an
existing road (located at the top of the forest in this case).
Based on which stands are selected, the nodes in Figure l(a)
must be connected to form an access road network. More
detailed networks may be developed utilizing more than one
node per s tand.

Our approach to roading is based on a very well-known
network problem, the minimum spanning tree (MST) prob-
lem (Sedgewick 1988), which is similar to the also well-
known shortest  path problem. Both problems involve choos-
ing a set of links that have the shortest total length, given a
connected, but undirected network. Each link in the network
represents  some posi t ive length or  cost .  For the shortest  path
problem, the chosen links must provide a path between the
origin and the destination. The minimum spanning tree
problem is different in that there is no specified destination.
Instead, the required property is that the chosen links must
provide a path between each pair of nodes in the network.

Consider the 16 stands that are in Figure l(a). Assume
that we are to harvest the two bottom stands in the lefthand
corner. (Recall that there is an existing road to access these
stands located along the top boundary of the 16 stands.) If
we had not known that we would harvest these two stands
simultaneously, we may have considered the prepositioned

(4 03 (c)
Figure 1. Node-based approach.



road network similar to Figure l(b). However, if we did
not consider any specific access road locations a priori,
we could use a minimum spanning tree approach to access
the two stands. Assuming that the existing road is a node
and the other landing locations are also nodes, we could
connect the nodes as in Figure l(c). Depending on road
costs, the solution in Figure l(c) could be much better than
the solution in Figure l(b).

We develop a MIP for the harvest  scheduling problem that
considers an integrated road approach as outlined above (see
box below). The notation used in our formulation follows.

‘it discounted revenue generated from harvesting stand i in
period t

‘jil discounted cost  to build a  road segment from standj  (or
existing road) to stand i during period t (assume
cji, > 0 Vj,i,t)

A

e

‘i

S

N

maximum opening area (maximum contiguously con-
nected area allowed for harvest in one period)

exclusionary period width (a stand can only be har-
vested once in every 2e+l  periods)

area of stand i

set  of  al l  s tands

K

T

4

‘it

set  of  al l  exist ing roads (nodes)  at  the beginning of  the
planning horizon

S u N = set of all stands and set of all existing roads
(nodes) at the beginning of the planning horizon

planning horizon

harvest target (area) in period t

1, if stand i is harvested in period t, and 0 otherwise

Problem Formulation

‘it set of stands (including stand i ) that are harvested
during period t that are also included in the same
“opening”“as  stand i (i.e., contiguously connected to
stand i )

N(t) set of all harvested stands and set of all existing roads
(nodes) at the beginning of period t

‘jit 1,  i f  road segment is  buil t  f rom standj  (or  exist ing road)
to  s tand i during period t ,  and 0 otherwise

The formulation seeks to maximize total net revenue
minus road costs  subject  to  spat ial  and temporal  constraints .
The net revenue is the stumpage  value minus the harvesting
costs. The harvesting costs include the felling, skidding,
landings, and the interior road costs (roads within a stand).
Therefore, before any access road calculations are made, the
gross revenue, the harvesting costs,  and the net revenue are
known. The other component of  the objective function is  the
access roading costs. The access road consists only of the
roading required to be buil t  from an exist ing road in the forest
to  the  entry  point  of  the  s tand in  quest ion.

The first constraint of the model, (1) enforces the exclu-
sionary period on harvesting a stand as defined above. The
second constraint, (2), ensures that the harvest target it met
for each period during the planning horizon. [Note that (2) is
written as an equality and may have to be adjusted for a
particular problem.] The third constraint, (3), is required as a
result of our minimum spanning tree approach to roading
decisions.  This constraint  is  necessary because one may only
access a stand to be harvested from a previously harvested
stand or an existing road in the forest. Since any previously
harvested stand must have been connected in the spanning
tree, the result will also be a spanning tree. Our fourth
constraint, (4), limits the maximum opening area to less than
or equal to a prespecified size.  The definition of adjacency in
our model is when two stands share a common boundary as

max c c Gxif  -  C C C cjitrjir
i d  ieT jeW  id teT

s.t.
t+e
c Xie  I 1 ViES,tE[e+l,T-e] (1)

e=t-e

c ViXit  =  H1 Vt (2)
ies

c
‘ji,  2  Xi, ‘diES,tET (3)

jM0

c vexer  5 A ViES,tET (4)
W,
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opposed to a single point. Our last constraint, (5), specifies
that the decision variables for stand selection and road seg-
ments are binary. Constraints that restrict the harvesting of
stands near recently harvested stands can also be incorpo-
rated into the model.

The above formulation was presented to illustrate the
problem, but  not  as arecommended approach to solve i t .  Note
that  the set  Pir  must be defined after the+variables  have been
set for period t (see Murray 1999 for a complete discussion).
Furthermore, our more general consideration of the road
network via the MST comes at a price. The set N(t) can only
be defined after the rjir variables have been set for period t -
1. Also,  the minimal spanning tree(s)  cannot be solved by the
minimal  spanning t ree  algori thm since i t  involves  s taging and
the tree(s) utilizes more nodes and arcs than the number of
stands being harvested would predict. Thus, attempting to
solve this model would pose even more of a challenge than
the size of the integer program would suggest. Due to these
complications, we chose to develop a heuristic for this
problem rather than attempt to simplify and solve our formu-
la t ion .

Integrated Road Networking and
Stand Selection: INROADS

We employ a grid-based approach to represent our forest.
In general,  a grid refers to two sets of equally spaced parallel
lines where the two sets are orthogonal to each other. The
result is a two-dimensional plane of equal-sized squares.
Every cell on this grid represents a stand or cut block. This
representation of the forest is similar to that used by Snyder
and ReVelle  (1996). Furthermore, if we place a node at the
intersection of the gridlines, and subsequently superimpose
these nodes over the forest, x and y coordinates can be
established to represent physical locations in the forest. At
the operational level, we use these nodes to identify the
locations of access roading and the boundaries of stands.  As
we will show later, the nodes can also be used at the stand
level  to identify landing and interior  roading locat ions if  there
is an adequate number of nodes per stand.

There are various levels of detail that we could employ to
build our road network. First we could use very little detail
and only have nodes, say, at  the centroid of each stand once
the stand boundaries are identif ied (as was the case in Figure
1). Alternatively, we could have many nodes for each stand
so that interior roads and landing locations could be repre-
sented. For the purposes of integrating the roads at the
operational level with the roads at the stand level, we use a
fairly high number of nodes for each stand. We assume all
stands are square-shaped and equal in size. Since we will
build our road network from the nodes in our model, this
implies our roads are orthogonal and that  recti l inear distances
are appropriate.  We further assume the terrain is flat ,  with no
obstructions, to simplify the access road cost model.

Zntegrating  Access Roads and Roads within the Stand
In order to stay abreast of where the access roads are in the

forest,  nodes are flagged as either active or inactive. An active
node means that  i t  represents the endpoint  of  a road segment.
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We assume that  the l ink between two active nodes represents
a road segment.  Likewise,  an inactive node means that i t  does
not act as a road segment endpoint. A requirement for the
forest is that there is at least one active node (existing road)
in the forest at the beginning of the first period. If there is in
fact only one active node, then we have a Steiner tree, as
Murray (1998) describes. Otherwise, we can solve the road
network problem using multiple trees if necessary.

For our problem, each stand is represented by equal-sized,
square-shaped stands.  In isolation,  each stand has an optimal
harvest  pattern,  which considers three operational cost  com-
ponents:  landing,  roading,  and skidding costs .  In other  words,
based on the magnitude of these costs and the parameters of
the stand, such as volume and size, we can determine the
optimal spacing of roads, landings, and skidding regions
within a bounded stand using the model developed by Clark
et al. (1999). Thus, the harvest pattern specifies the number
and locations of landings and the interior  roading pattern that
minimizes total harvesting costs. Based on the optimal har-
vest  pattern,  a single stand is  subdivided by a series of vert ical
and horizontal l ines.  Consider Figure 2,  where there are seven
example subdivisions of a square-shaped stand,  any of which
could be optimal depending on the stand parameters and
harvest ing costs .

In order to accommodate all of the harvest patterns in
Figure 2,  each stand consists of 49 nodes.  These 49 nodes are
located at  the intersections and endpoints of  the vert ical  and
horizontal  l ines of the harvest  patterns.  If  these seven patterns
are superimposed on one another, the stand would look
similar to the illustration labeled “master” in Figure 2. (Note
that  if  we attempted to represent the “master” node system in
our previous MIP formulation we would be required to
modify it substantially, which would ultimately make the
MIP formulation even more difficult to represent and solve.)

Once the optimal harvest pattern is known for a specific
stand, we can then calculate its net revenue since we can
determine the landing locations and the interior roading. We
incorporate  the landing locat ions into our  minimum spanning
tree approach to develop the access road network. Consider
the 16 stands shown in Figure 1 (a) .  Now suppose that  we have
determined the optimal harvest patterns for the same two
stands to be harvested (bottom lefthand  corner) and deter-
mined the landing locations,  as shown in Figure 3(a).  We can
employ the minimum spanning tree approach and develop a
road network that will  access each of the landing locations as

mat-I;
1x2 2x2 2x3 2x4

mI-I----m
3x3 3x4 4x4 master

Figure 2. Subdivisions of a square-shaped stand.



Figure 3. Minimum spanning tree approach.

shown in Figure 3(b). Note how the harvest pattern can be
rotated to minimize road costs.

In summary,  the nodes in our approach can represent stand
boundaries, landing locations, interior roading, and access
roading.  This  type of  approach provides f lexibi l i ty in roading
alternatives, which promotes good roading decisions.

Access Road Cost Determination
The access road cost for a specific stand is found by

calculating the distance from that stand to an existing road.
Roads are represented by active nodes on the master node l ist .
We use four search routines to search for the active node
nearest the entry node of a stand. The approach for identify-
ing for the nearest active node is systematic; i.e., we start
searching near the stand and systematically move away from
the stand in an effort  to locate the nearest  active node (Clark
1998). Once an active node is found, the distance from the
active node to the stand in question can be calculated and the
road cost can be assigned to this stand. If there are multiple
active nodes,  an evaluation of these nodes is  made, and only
the active node that corresponds to the lowest road cost is
retained. After these costs are found, the profit  for each stand
can be calculated.

The INROADS Heuristic
INROADS is a three-stage heuristic where the first stage

is a construction stage and the second and third stages are
improvement s tages.  For mult iperiod problems,  each stage is
performed once for each period. A flow chart for the
multiperiod problem is shown in Figure 4.

Stage I: Directed Search
Stage 1 of  INROADS is  the construct ion stage.  I ts  purpose

is to find a good initial solution. We refer to Stage 1 as the
Directed Search because we employ a greedy approach to the
stand selection process for the ini t ial  solution.  After  we have
selected the stands for harvest with this greedy approach, we
attempt to reduce the access roading cost by finding the
minimum spanning tree solution for the selected stands.

The Stage 1 greedy approach simply selects stands, one
by one, that have the highest profit values (net revenue-
access road costs) among the eligible stands. A stand that
is not harvested and does not violate the maximum open-
ing constraint is considered eligible. The heuristic is se-
quential and considers the access roads that were required
for stands previously selected. That is, after selecting a
stand for harvest, access roads are temporarily mapped to

Construction: Directed Search

Perform Stage 2
Improvement: Stand Selection

Figure 4. Main flowchart for INROADS.

that stand. When selecting the next stand for harvest,
profit values for each remaining eligible stand is recalcu-
lated taking into consideration the access roads that were
mapped to previously selected stands. For example, as-
sume initially that I stands are to be harvested but none
have been chosen. The heuristic calculates the profit (net
revenue-road costs) for each stand in the forest. The stand
with the highest profit value is chosen for harvest. The
nodes that represent the endpoints of the road segments
required to access and harvest the selected stand are
marked active. The selected stand is flagged for harvest
and the process starts over, looking for the next best stand.
The profit values for eligible stands are recalculated,
taking into consideration the new active nodes. Of the
remaining eligible stands, the stand with the highest profit
value is selected and marked for harvest. The nodes re-
quired to access this stand are made active. The process is
repeated until I stands have been selected. Once the I
stands have been selected, a total profit value (sum of the
profits for the I stands)is  calculated. A flowchart of Stage
1 is shown in Figure 5.

Before completing Stage 1, the potential benefit of lower
access road costs is explored. In order to realize the potential
road cost savings, the selection sequence of the I stands is
altered, and the roads that were constructed earlier in the
stage are erased. Given the I selected stands, we find the
minimum spanning tree for  these s tands.  This  s tep is  accom-
plished by the subroutine called Solution Evaluation, which
is shown in the flow chart in Figure 6. The sum of the profit
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Update master  node hstUpdate master  node hst
to  show access  mad andto  show access  mad and

intanor  roedn  for theintanor  roedn  for the

J

Figure 5. Flowchart for Stage 1 of INROADS.

values from each selected stand that is calculated in the
solution evaluation step is now the current best solution.

Stage 2: Stand Selection Improvement
Once the construction stage of Stage 1 is complete and the

I stands are marked for harvest, Stage 2 seeks to improve the
total profit value through pairwise  exchange of stands. Essen-
tially, the I stands are taken out of the solution one at a time
and replaced one at a time with an eligible stand. The total
profit value is recalculated using the minimum spanning tree
approach (the subroutine Solution Evaluation method shown
in Figure 5) and compared to the current best objective
function value. If a better solution value is found, the “old”
current best solution is replaced with the “new” current best
value. This pairwise  interchange process continues until
every stand has been removed and replaced by every other
nonharvested stand. If an improvement is found in the first
iteration, then a second iteration of pairwise  interchanges is
performed. This iterative process continues until no further
pairwise  interchange improvements are found. At the end of
Stage 2, the stands that are in the current best solution
represent the final stands selected for harvest. The flow chart
for Stage 2 is shown in Figure 7.

lnithliie  the master node Iii
to identify only the roads at the
beginning of the current period.

cfs top

Figure 6. Solution evaluation flowchart.

If all J stands that are not in the solution are included in the
pairwise interchange, then (I  xJ)  exchanges would be consid-
ered per iteration. Thus, Stage 2 can be very time consuming,
especially for larger problems. The number of pairwise inter-
changes can be reduced by eliminating stands that have poor
profit values, thus decreasing the value of J. We reduce the total
number of interchanges by flagging the top I+ n stands in Stage
1, and then perform the pairwise  interchanges with only the
additional n stands flagged in Stage 1. This is denoted as
“Interchange n” in our heuristic.

Stage 3: Access Road Cost Improvement
After Stage 2 is complete, the third and final stage of the

procedure is performed. This stage is an improvement stage as
well. This stage seeks to improve the total profit value by
reducing the road costs required to access the final stands
selected for harvest in Stage 2. That is, we know which stands are
to be harvested, but we do not know the sequence that the stands
will be harvested during that specific period. Once the inter-
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Set Improvement = 0
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Seti=l
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Figure 7. Flowchart for Stage 2 of INROADS.

change procedure was completed in Stage 2 and the selected
stands were identif ied,  the stands entered the solution based on
the lowest access road costs. This was done in an effort to reduce
road cost by harvesting stands closest to the existing roads first.
Since the access road network uses orthogonal roads,  plus the
fact that new roads can be built from existing roads, the sequence
that the stands enter the solution could have an impact on the final
cost of the road network. Therefore, the purpose of Stage 3 is to
evaluate other possible road networks in an effort to further
reduce road cost.

In Stage 3,  we employ pairwise  interchange again,  but  this
time the sequence that the stands enter the solution is inter-
changed.  A description of Stage 3 is  shown in the f low chart  in
Figure  8 .

Comparison Approaches

In order to determine the effectiveness of INROADS, four
other heuristics have been developed for comparison pur-
poses: (1) a progressive approach, (2) a seed-stand/adjacency
approach, (3) a prepositioned road approach, and (4) the
Directed Search approach (which is a simplified version of
INROADS).

The results from heuristic approaches are usually also
compared to the resul ts  of  an optimal  solut ion.  The diff icul ty
with this  is  that  i t  i s  not  easy to  solve even smal l  ins tances  of

our problem optimally. Secondly, as Murray and Church
(1995) explain, one of the main goals of heuristics is to be
able to incorporate all  the necessary aspects of the planning
problem that might not be possible to represent in an LP or
other optimization approaches, as well as being capable of
providing good feasible  solut ions.  In the case of  this  problem,
the complexity of the mathematical model makes it nearly
impossible to solve for our integrated road approach. There-
fore, we make no attempt at making a comparison to an
optimal solution.

The stand selection criterion for the progressive approach
is road costs.  The secondary cri terion is  profi t .  Thus,  the stand
with the lowest road cost  is  selected first  for harvest .  If  there
are multiple stands that are tied for having the lowest road
cost,  then net revenue is used to break the t ie.  In the absence
of maximum opening constraints, the heuristic continues to
select  s tands in  this  fashion unt i l  the annual  a l lowable cut  is
reached. When maximum opening constraints are present,
adjacent stands become ineligible once the maximum open-
ing is  reached. Thus,  stands with the lowest access road cost
that are eligible will be selected for harvest.

The second comparison approach is the seed-stand/adja-
cency approach. The underlying principle of seed-stand/
adjacency approach is to select a stand for harvest based on
one of several different criteria and then select the stands
adjacent  to  this  seed s tand unt i l  e i ther  the maximum opening
or the annual allowable cut (AAC) has been reached. There
can be multiple criteria for selecting the seed stand such as
value, volume, or size.  Our criterion for selecting seed stands
is net profit .  After the seed stand has been selected, adjacent
stands are selected for harvest if  they are eligible.  Depending
on the el igibi l i ty  of  the s tands and the maximum opening s ize,
the harvested opening could take on many different  shapes.

The prepositioned road approach is the third comparison
approach. Representing roads in a preposit ioned fashion has
been the traditional means in solving the forest harvesting
problem. One of the early applications of preposit ioned roads
was its use in mixed integer programming (MIP) models. In
an effort to maintain the spirit of this approach to access
roading, a similar application is made with a grid layout of
stands with prepositioned roads. However, we employ a
heurist ic-based stand selection procedure in place of an MIP.
Using an MIP would have l ikely generated better  results  than
a heuristic-based approach; however, the problem complex-
ity made this prohibitive.

In the preposi t ioned road approach,  we select  s tands in a
greedy fashion, where profit  is  the selection criterion. A two-
step process wil l  be employed,  just  as  in Stage 1 of  our three-
stage heuristic. The only difference in this approach and
Stage 1 of our three-stage heuristic is that the prepositioned
road approach will be constrained to using only the
preposi t ioned roads.

The fourth and final comparison approach is the Directed
Search approach, which is identical  to Stage 1 (the construc-
tion stage) of INROADS. The main purpose for evaluating
the results of the construction phase with that of INROADS
is to determine the impact of the improvements made in
Stages 2 and 3.
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List stands in “current best
solution” (i = 1 ,...,I) according
to the order that they entered

the solution.
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Re-initialize master node list
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the stand selection sequence
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t
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Save as the “current best solution” -

Figure 8. Flowchart for Stage 3 of INROADS.
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Example Problems

Thirteen example problems were developed in order to
evaluate the heuristics. The 13 examples varied in two
respects. The first is in the value of each stand and the second
is the dispersion of stand value throughout the forest. Thus,
each example can be described by these two factors.

In addition to comparing INROADS to the heuristics from
the previous section, INROADS will be further analyzed by
three levels of “interchange.” The level of interchange refers
to the number of candidates considered for pairwise  inter-
change during Stage 2 of the heuristic. In general, as the
number of candidates increases, the performance increases as
well. However, as the number of candidates increases, the
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(a): CR = 0.68 (b):GR=O.l3

Figure 9.  Structure of example forest (70130).

time required to evaluate the interchanges increases. Thus,
there is a “cost-benefit” decision to be made for the number
of interchange candidates.

The example forest is a 3642.25 ha (9,000 ac) hypotheti-
cal,  square-shaped forest.  There are 225 square-shaped stands,
where each stand represents 16.187 ha (40 ac). There is one
exist ing road that  runs horizontal ly along the northern bound-
ary of the forest. The cost parameters that were used to
construct  these example problems are l is ted in the Appendix.

In an effort to simplify the value of timber across 225 (15
x 15) stands in the forest, a single scalar value was assigned
to each stand. This scalar is a constant that represents the
value of t imber per unit  area within a stand.  Careful  at tention
was given to the assignment of these scalar  values.  The intent
was to represent two extreme cases with three intermediate
cases. One extreme case was for all  of the stands to be uniform
in value. The other extreme case was for a majority of the
forest value to be concentrated in a relatively small number
of the s tands.

To characterize the stand value distribution in the five
cases, we use a well-known concept known as Pareto’s
Principle (Nahmias 1997). Pareto’s Principle is sometimes
referred to as the 80/20  rule, as in, for example, 80% of a
nation’s wealth is  possessed by 20% of the populat ion.  Many
other situations, including the stand value distribution of a
forest ,  can be described by using this  phenomenon.

We begin with the uniform case.  If  the forest  is  uniform in
value then we can say that 50% of the value of the entire forest
is  represented by 50% of the stands in the forest  (or any other
equal percentage). For simplicity, we represent this case as
50150.  The next four cases get progressively concentrated
with respect to value. They are 55/45,60/40,  65145,  and 701
30 where, for example, 70/30  indicates that 70% of the value
of the forest is represented by 30% of the stands. Table 1
shows the quantity and value of the stands in each of these
five cases. Two examples of the 70/30  case are presented in
Figure 9 with the scalar values from Table 1. The scalar
values represent the value per unit area of the unharvested

stand. For example, there are 225 stands, 78 of the 225 have
a value of $800 per unit area (acres in these examples), 79
stands at $1200 per unit area, and 68 stands with $5600 per
unit area.

As Figure 9 suggests, in addition to the stand value
distribution, a way to characterize the physical placement of
the stands in the forest  is  also needed.  The physical  placement
of the stands in the forest is characterized by spatial disper-
sion. Another way of describing the spatial dispersion is to
determine the amount of clustering of similar valued stands,
which is sometimes called “spatial autocorrelation” (Griffith
and Amrheim 1991). The amount of clustering of similar
valued stands is important in evaluating the different ap-
proaches for stand selection.  If  al l  of the higher valued stands
are located in one large contiguous area, then it would be
fairly straightforward where harvesting should be conducted
to maximize profits. However, as the high valued stands are
dispersed, the decisions for selecting stands becomes more
difficult  due to the cost  of  access roads.

In the case of the uniform forest, physical placement has
no real  effect  on the dispersion of value since all  of the stands
in the forest are equivalent.  However,  in the other four cases,
spatial autocorrelation plays an important role. We employ
the well-known Geary Ratio (Griffith and Amrheim 1991) as
a means to quantify the spatial  autocorrelat ion.  Geary Ratios
with values near zero indicate that  s imilar  valued stands tend
to cluster together (positive autocorrelation), ratios near 1
indicate that the stands are randomly scattered (zero correla-
tion), and ratios near 2 indicate that stands with dissimilar
values tend to cluster together (negative correlation).  In this
article, we define adjacent stands as two stands sharing the
same border. Stands that join at a single point, such as a
corner, are not considered adjacent.

In our example problems, we have three categories of
spatial autocorrelation: “low,” “medium,” and “high,” which
are shown in Table 2 for the 13 example problems [all 13
example forests are presented in Clark (1998)].  Note how the
Geary Ratio decreases as we move from “low” to “medium”
to “high” spat ial  autocotrelation. Also note  that  in  the 50/50
case, the autocorrelation is undefined since all the stand
values are equivalent. Note that the Geary Ratio is equal to
0.68 (“medium”) for the forest in Figure 9(a), but the Geary
Ratio is equal to 0.13 (“high”) for the 70/30  forest in Figure
9(b).

In each example, the results were compared between
INROADS and the other approaches by calculating the net
present value of each solution. Each problem had a three-
period planning horizon, where each period spanned 10 yr.
Thirty stands were chosen for harvest in each period. Spatial
constraints were included in the problems, with a maximum

Table 1. Stand value distribution (quantity and value per unit area) for five cases used in example problems.

5Ol50 Case 55l45 Case 60140 Case 65135 Case 70130 Case
Quantity Scalar Quantity Scalar Quantity Scalar Quantity Scalar Quantity Scalar
225 24 3 7 14 4 5 8 7 6 12 7 8 8

42 20 4 5 16 7 0 1 4 7 9 12
44 24 4 5 24 4 3 43 6 8 5 6
49 2 8 4 5 32 36 47
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Table 2. Spatial dispersion (Geary Ratio) for 13 example problems.

50150 Case 55l45  Case 60140 Case 65135 Case 70130 Case
No spatial autocorrelation Und. - - - -
“Low” spatial autocorrelation - 1.104 1.007 1.096 1.391
“Medium” spatial autocorrelation - 0.396 0.793 0.631 0.680
“High” s atial  autocorrelation - 0.259 0.146 0.329 0.130

opening area of five stands and the restriction of harvesting
each stand no more than once during the planning horizon.  A
constant growth factor of 6% per year was employed. In order
to calculate the present value for each problem, the t ime value
of money was 8% per year.  Revenues and costs for harvested
stands were realized at the beginning of the period in which
they were harvested.

We use several different terms to describe the results. In
order to avoid confusion in terminology, we define dis-
countednet revenue (DNR) as the discounted value of the net
revenue (gross revenue - operational costs). Thus, the DNR
does not consider any access road costs.  Profit is defined as
the net revenue minus the access road costs for a specific
period, discounted profit values are the profit values dis-
counted back to time zero, and netpresent value is the sum of
the discounted profit values over all periods. The objective
function value is equivalent to the net present value.

Example Results
In order to demonstrate the output of the different ap-

proaches,  two period 1 solutions for the 70/30  case are shown
in Figure 10. This example has “medium” dispersion, with a
Geary Ratio of 0.680. A graphics driver was embedded in the
code so that  the results  can be seen graphically.  Figure 10(a)
and 10(b) illustrate the prepositioned roads solution and the
INROADS (Interchange 5) solution, respectively. As can be
seen,  the two solutions are different ,  in that  the preposit ioned
roads are located such that each selected stand can be ac-
cessed by main roads that  stem from the exist ing road,  rather
than a minimum spanning tree approach that INROADS
utilizes. The objective function values of the individual
example problems are shown in Figure 11. There were 13
problems and 7 solution procedures. Besides detailing the
output from the tests, one can also see how the objective
function value increases as the stand value becomes more
spatially concentrated (i.e., from 50/50  to 70/30).

Aggregated Results
Since there are significant differences in the objective

function values between the data sets,  comparing aggregated

(a) : Prepositioned  Roads (b) : INROADS (Interchange-5)

Figure 10. Period 1 solutions for two approaches.
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results can be rendered meaningless if  care is  not taken in how
that is done. The aggregated results we present were carefully
considered. For each data set, we noted the maximum objec-
tive function value. For each approach, we then computed
what percent each achieved of this maximum. We present the
average and standard deviation of this data for the 13 example
problems in Table 3.

The aggregated results show that the progressive ap-
proach performed the worst .  This is  somewhat intui t ive since
i ts  pr imary stand select ion cr i ter ia  is  very s implis t ic ,  focusing
on minimizing access road cost. The seed stand/adjacency
performed slightly better since it considers stand value to a
greater extent. The prepositioned road approach was next
best.  This approach is the first  of the comparison approaches
to consider all unharvested stands at every stage. The Di-
rected Search approach was next. The Directed Search and
the prepositioned road approach have the same stand selec-
tion procedure; however, the approaches to access roading
are different. The results from the Directed Search approach,
where access roading is more flexible, are better than the
prepositioned road approach by approximately 3%,  which
averages approximately $250M  for the 13 problems.

We only ut i l ized one preposit ioned road network for  these
problems. Note that the performance of the prepositioned
road approach would improve if additional road networks
were utilized. In essence, the general road approach of
Directed Search and INROADS is equivalent to trying all
possible prepositioned road networks. [A more complete
description of how the preposit ioned road approach is  formu-
lated for these example problems can be found in Clark
(1998)l.

As expected, INROADS with Interchange 10 and IN-
ROADS with Interchange 20 outperformed all other heuris-
tics, with INROADS with Interchange 20 slightly outper-
forming all other INROADS approaches tested.

After discussing the runtimes  of the heuristics, we will
discuss theresul ts  of  the INROADS heuris t ics  in  more detai l .

Comparison of Runtimes
All heuristic approaches were coded in C. The example

problems were run on a personal computer with a Pentium
120 MHz processor. The fastest approach was the
prepositioned road approach, which had an average runtime
of 54 sec. The main reason that this approach is so fast is
simply that it only considers a very limited road network
problem-that is, the roads are prepositioned and each stand
could only be accessed by one road. All of the other ap-
proaches had multiple means of egress. Therefore, more
nodes had to be considered.

INROADS was the slowest approach, with an average
runtime  of 30,777 set when Interchange 20 was used. The
Directed Search approach, which is the approach most closely
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Figure 11. Results of 13 example problems for seven approaches.

related to INROADS, had an average runtime  of 422 sec.
Thus, the increased profit achieved via a more effective
heuristic must be balanced with an increased runtime. The
average runtime  results ( in seconds) are shown for the other
approaches in Table 4. The runtime  results ,  coupled with the
performance results earlier, indicate that employing Directed
Search during the preliminary stages of a study,  and employ-
ing INROADS toward the end,  would be the most  productive
approach.

We also examined the runtime  per iteration. Doing so
showed that as the level of interchange increases,  the runtime
per iteration increases as well. Clearly, this is due to the
number of additional combinations in Stage 2. Also, as the
periods progress, the runtime  per period decreases. This
decrease occurs for two reasons. First,  i t  decreases since there
are more roads (active nodes) in the forest;  thus,  i t  is  easier to
identify the closest  active node when developing the access
road network. Second, as the periods progress, there are

Table 3. Aggregated results over 13 example problems for seven
approaches .

Ave % max SD % max
Approach obtained obtained
Progressive 69.51 15.123
See;i stand/adjacency 78.08 12.666
Prepositioned roads 96.68 1.691
Directed search 99.63 0.403
INROADS (Interchange-5) 99.60 0.611
INROADS (Interchange- 10) 99.75 0.550
INROADS (Interchange-20) 99.99 0.039

fewer eligible stands in the forest since we do not harvest
stands more than one time. Thus, the runtime  per iteration
decreases as the periods progress.  The conclusion to be drawn
here is  that  larger levels of interchange will  l ikely have a more
significant effect on runtime  than an increase in the number
of periods.

Discussion of Results
In this discussion we will compare the Directed Search to

that of the preposit ioned road approach since they use differ-
ent approaches to access roads,  but identical  stand selection
procedures. Afterwards, we will compare the Directed Search
approach to INROADS since they use different stand selec-
tion techniques,  but have the same access road approach.

The only difference in the Directed Search and the
prepositioned road approach is that the latter is con-
strained in its construction of access roading. Therefore,
we can make a clear comparison of the two access road
approaches. The results of the 13 example problems are
shown in Tables 5 and 6. Directed Search always obtained

Table 4. Average approach runtime  results (in seconds).

Progressive
Seed stand/adjacency
Prepositioned roads
Directed search
INROADS (Interchange-5)
INROADS (Interchange- 10)
INROADS (Interchange-20)

Runtimes
1,100

135
54

422
5,777

12,238
30,777
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Table 5. Directed search results ($) for 13 example problems. Table 6. Prepositioned road results ($) for 13 example problems.

50/50
55/45L
55l45M
55/45H
6Ol4OL
60/40M
60/40H
65/35L
65/35M
65/35H
70/3OL
70/30M
70/30H

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Total
2.182.494 1.817.676 1.518.040 5,518,210
216371416 2; 167;294
2,5  14,423 2,104,573
2,694,819 2,248,6  I3
3,489,450 2,728,444
3,636,630 2,684,290
3,358,964 2,788,336
4,105,966 3,407,090
4,128,887 3,423,590
4,095,138 3,450,862
5,027,406 4,233,253
5,164,026 4,274,809
5,090,106 4,211,016

1;815;163 6,619,873
1,876,046 6,495,042
1,779,632 6,723,064
1,993,876 8,211,770
2,033,196 8,354,1  I6
2,018,998 8,166,298
2,049,994 9,563,050
2,087,473 9,639,950
1,913,476 9,459,476
1,497,132 10,757,791
1,511,437 10,950,272
1,598,600 10,899,722

Average 8,566,049

a better solution than the prepositioned road approach,
with an average difference in objective function values of
$260,263.

We analyzed these results further and found that the
major difference between the results of these two ap-
proaches is access road cost. On average, the prepositioned
road approach had $180,883 more in access roading cost
than the Directed Search approach. This indicates that not
only did the roading cost more, as we have shown, but the
road costs had a negative impact on the profit of the stands
that were selected by an average of $79,380. By observing
the period-by-period results of the discounted net revenue
results, the majority of the difference is in Period 1.

The aggregate results indicate that the three-stage heu-
ristic, INROADS, is only slightly better than that of our
one-stage heuristic, Directed Search. It is interesting to
note that the Directed Search results are better than the
INROADS results with Interchange 5. One possible rea-
son for this is due to the sequential fashion in which the
multiperiod problem is solved. It is sequential in that a
solution is found for the first period and then afterwards,
the second and third periods are solved.

Of the 13 examples, INROADS with Interchange 5 per-
formed better than the Directed Search in 9 of 13 cases.
However, on average, the Directed Search performed better.
The four examples where the Directed Search performed
better than INROADS were in cases with “high” spatial
autocorrelation (low Geary Ratios).  In all  four of these cases,
INROADS performed better in the first two periods, but
much worse in the last period.

INROADS was developed to solve the problem sequen-
tial ly by period rather  than across the planning horizon.  Thus,
i t  seeks to select  the best  s tands regardless of  the second-best-
stand’s value. Clearly, INROADS performed better than the
Directed Search by selecting more of the highest valued
stands early (i.e., in the first two periods). Conversely, the
Directed Search selected more of the lesser valued stands
early, but still did better over three periods. This result is an
indication of the shortcoming of INROADS’s approach in
solving the problems sequentially rather than across the
entire planning horizon.

Another reason for INROADS’s performance might be due
to the problem constraints. That is, most or all of the stands may

50150
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Total
2.168.634 1.8163759 1,519,173 5,504,567

55l45L 214361561 2;052;207
55l45M 2,440,057 2,101,481
551458 2,623,467 2,227,530
60/4OL 3,198,406 2,634,942
60l40M 3,439,841 2,597,050
60/40H 3,003,061 2,793,839
65/35L 3,941,179 3,260,270
65/35M 4,03  1,599 3,304,958
65/35H 3,774,948 3,279,902
70/3OL 4,860,426 4,085,364
70130M 5,063,706 4,152,586
70/30H 4,906,626 4,161,516

1,788;864 6,277,632
1,727,336 6,268,874
1,785,718 6,636,715
2,174,664 8,008,012
2,100,556 8,137,447
2,087,192 7,884,092
2,089,959 9,291,408
2,080,709 9,417,266
1,780,810 8,835,660
1,475,038 10,420,828
1,396,23  1 10,612,523
1,612,055 10,680,197

Average 8,305,786

be ineligible for interchange in later periods. The reason that this
may affect INROADS more than the Directed Search is due to
the spat ial  dispersion of  the remaining stands in later  periods.
Since the Directed Search approach is more “greedy,” the
remaining stands are more dispersed, which will lessen the
impact  of  spat ial  constraints  la ter  in  the solut ion process .

A similar observation may be made in the cases of “me-
dium” spatial autocorrelation for INROADS with the Inter-
change 5 and the Directed Search. The third period results are
better for INROADS in the lower concentrated valued stands
(55/45 and 60/40),  but in the higher concentrated valued
stands (65/35 and 70/30),  the Directed Search performs
better.  As we move from the 55/45 case to the 70/30  case, the
Directed Search approach performs better by a wider margin.

INROADS with Interchange 10 performed better, on
average, than the Directed Search and INROADS with Inter-
change 5. The one case that the Directed Search did better was
the 60140 case with a “high” dispersion factor. Again, the
results are that INROADS performed better than the Directed
Search in the first two periods and much worse than the
Directed Search in the last period.

The results for INROADS with Interchange 20 are better
than all other example results (see Table 7) except for 55/
45H, which again indicates suboptimizing by period can lead
to a worse solut ion.  Overal l ,  these results  suggests  that  as  the
level of interchange increases beyond 10, INROADS is very
likely to perform better than the Directed Search procedure.

Table 7. Three-stage heuristic (Interchange 20) results ($) for 13
example problems.

50150
55l45L
55/45M
55/45H
6Ol4OL
60l40M
60/40H
65/35L
65/35M
65/35H
70/3OL
70/30M
70130H

Period 1 Period 2
2,185,134 1,820,425
2,637,416 2,170,044
2,525,643 2,187,805
2,701,794 2,257,55  1
3,489,450 2,732,417
3,637,950 2,716,528
3,607,590 2,749,833
4,126,426 3,423,362
4,189,964 3,402,199
4,096,458 3,454,834
5,032,686 4,227,447
5,171,946 4,284,892
5,109,906 4,325,225

-
Period 3 Total
1,519,032 5,524,59  1
1;827,954 6,635,414
1,863,069 6,576,5  17
1,754,055 6,713,400
2,000,249 8,222,116
2,026,026 8,380,504
1,908,050 8,265,473
2,058,589 9,608,377
2,095,121 9,687,284
1,914,184 9,465,476
1,506,62  1 10,766,754
1,504,780 10,961,618
1,504,073 10,939,204

Average 8,595,902
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As the number of interchange candidates increases, the
number of iterations also increases. For example, in the
Interchange 5 case there were 91 Stage 2 iterations for the
13 example problems. In the Interchange 10 and Inter-
change 20 cases there were 115 and 127 Stage 2 iterations,
respectively. This is intuitive since there are more solution
combinations when the number of interchange candidates
increases.

It seems as though the Directed Search approach might
be the most attractive heuristic among the different ap-
proaches that were tested (remember that the Directed
Search is equivalent to INROADS with Interchange 0).
The results of the Directed Search, on its own, performs
well for the problems considered, in terms of average
objective function value, coupled with a moderate runtime.
This further emphasizes our earlier comment that there is
a “cost/benefit” tradeoff to be considered when utilizing
the second stage of INROADS, since INROADS is likely
to obtain a more beneficial result, but at the cost of
increased runtime.

Conclusions

In this article we presented a new model for the harvest
scheduling problem. Our approach is unique in two respects.
First, our approach integrates roading decisions into stand
selection by using a minimum spanning tree approach, rather
than prepositioned roads, which is commonly used in other
approaches. The node-based minimum spanning tree ap-
proach allows flexibility in roading, which in turn, reduces
road costs. The shortcoming of our roading approach is that
it assumes that an access road can be built anywhere in the
forest, which may or may not be a feasible location. We also
integrate the roading at the operational and stand levels.
Roading is a significant component within and between
stands. Thus, by using the roads at the stand level to act as
access roads to other stands allowed the two types of roading
to be integrated. The second contribution is in the heuristic
we developed, INROADS. INROADS is unique due to the
three-stage heuristic we developed. INROADS uses a greedy
approach in the construction stage and pairwise  interchange
in the second two stages.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of INROADS for
the harvest scheduling problem, we developed three com-
parison heuristics, which were based on the work of
others. Our intent was not to duplicate the previous work,
but to construct approaches that maintained the spirit of
the heuristics. This allowed us to make some clear com-
parisons to INROADS. Thirteen example problems were
developed in order to make the comparison. The example
problems were developed by changing the individual stand
values and the spatial dispersion of the timber volumes,
while holding the overall value of the forest constant.
INROADS performed better, with respect to the objective
function value, than the other three heuristics in all 13
examples. However, the other heuristics performed better
in terms of runtime.  Based on our results, the recom-
mended strategy appears to be using INROADS with only

the construction stage, which we called Directed Search,
in the beginning of a study when numerous runs are
usually required, and adding the improvement stages in
the latter phases of a study.

In addition, we compared the performance of INROADS
to the Directed Search heuristic. We limited the number of
pairwise interchange candidates during Stage 2 of IN-
ROADS to three levels (namely 5, 10, and 20). We found
that as the number of interchange candidates increased, so
did the objective function value with one interesting ex-
ception. In examples with “high” dispersion factors, IN-
ROADS did better than the Directed Search in the first two
periods, but not as well in the third period. This indicates
that future research is needed for procedures that do not
solve the problem period by period, but rather look at all
periods simultaneously.

Overall, INROADS performed better than the other heu-
ristics on these test problems. However, there exist avenues
for future research. In addition to solving all periods of the
problem simultaneously, research considering alternate stand
selection search techniques should be considered as in
(Lockwood and Moore 1993) and (Murray andchurch 1995)
where interchange, SA, and Tabu searches have been exam-
ined. Integrating these searches with road network develop-
ment will likely improve the results of INROADS. Still, other
roading techniques that consider the inherent difference in
terrain, such as in Dean (1997),  should be explored. Varia-
tions in maximum opening sizes and exclusionary periods,
along with multiple prescriptions, should also be explored.
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APPENDIX: Example Stand Parameters

The following parameters were used throughout to calcu-
late the optimal harvest patterns for each stand in the forest.

A Total area of each stand 161,869 m2
C Volume capacity of the skidder 5.0 m’
s Variable skidding costs $.0134/m
x Fixed skidding cost per turn $2

;
Road cost per unit distance $6.56/m
Fixed cost per landing $300
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